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Abstract

The experimentally observed Fermi surface properties in URh,s Ulr,, UGe,,

, CeB,, U,As, , 0,P, , and CeSb are reviewed. For the compounds with no

magnetic order, band structure models of the Fermi surface geometry are con-

firmed and f-ligand hybridization is found to be dominant. For CeB, , U,As,,

and U^P, the experiments show that both local moments and f hybridization are

important. In CeSb new data can be explained by a purely local model with no

f=hybridization.



The f electrons in Ce and actinide compounds show a remarkably rich

variety of behavior ranging from purely local moment to wide band, Pauli

itinerance. In addition to the many well-known examples of local f electrons,

considerable "delocalized" behavior has also been observed. This is referred

to variously as narrow band, spin fluctuation, intermediate valence, Kondc

lattice, or heavy fertnion. The delocalized behavior has two components: the

hybridization effects which delocaliza the f electron from its atomic like

state, end the more complicated and exotic many electron effects which act on

the resulting hybridized states to produce specific effects like superconduc-

tivity, upturns in the low temperature normal state specific heat, or transi-

tions from Curie-Weiss to Pauli susceptibility as the temperature is lowered.

This paper reviews the f electron delocalization effects from the point

of view of Fermi surface experiments. These experiments have the advantage of

probing only the properties of the electrons which are both itinerant and

coherent. In particular, electrons will contribute to quantum oscillations

like the de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) effect only if they complete at least one

cyclotron orbit, typically a few hundred to a few thousand A, without upset-

ting the phase of the wavepacket. As a result, these experiments are unique

in providing a clear picture of the purely itinerant features of the problem.

The Fermi surface geometry is sensitive to the hybridization between the f and

conduction states, while the cyclotron effectit? masses provide information

about the low level excitations of the itinerant states, including renormali-

zation by many body effects.

A qualitative measure of the degree of f character in the conduction

states is given by the average value of the renormalized Fermi velocity for a



cyclotron orbit. The inverse of the Fermi velocity is proportional to the

many-body enhanced density of states for the orbit and, if averaged over the

entire Ferrai surface, gives the itinerant electronic density of states that

would be measured in a heat capacity experiment. If the conduction states at

the Fermi level contain f character, the Fermi velocity is generally decreased

and the density of states increased over the unhybridized case. Table I shows

the average Fermi velocity derived from the measured cyclotron orbital masses

and areas for the metals to be discussed in this paper. The trends which can

be seen in the Fermi velocities are discussed below.

The Ce and actinide compounds (hereafter called f-metals) for which Fermi

surface studies have been made fall into four categories;: strongly hybridized

Paul! metals (URh~, Ulr,, and UGe,), weakly hybridized mixed valence or Kondo

lattice metals with no magnetic order at low temperatures (CeSn-,) , local

moment systems'with appreciable hybridization (CeB,, U,As» , and U,P,), and

local moment systems with little or no hybridization (CeSb).

Strong Hybridization

In the strongly hybridized metals, the f orbitals are so thoroughly mixed

with orbitals on neighboring atoms that all vestiges of local atomic character

are absent. The itinerant character is reflected in the measured bulk proper-

ties: the magnetic susceptibility is temperature independent, the electronic

specific heat is only slightly larger than in transition metals, the resis-

tance decreases monotonically as the temperature is lowered and shows no

features indicative of Kondo or crystal field effects. The three strongly

hybridized compounds whose Fermi surface properties have been studied to date



are URh- (Ref. 2), Ulr- (Ref. 3), and UGe- (Ref. 4). All three have the Cu,Au

structure, with U-U distances much larger than the Hill limit. Thus, the

delocalizatlon mechanism cannot be due to direct overlap of £ orbitals on U

atoms, as originally suggested by the Hill correlation. Rather, delocaliza-

tion occurs through hybridization of the f orbital with s, p, or d ligands on

neighboring non-f atoms. This f-ligand hybridization is the predominant

mechanism for delocallzation in all of the compounds discussed in this paper,

and Its systematic trends have been analyzed elsewhere.

Table I shows a trend of decreasing Fermi velocities for the metals Cu,

Mb, URh,, and UGe,. This trend is expected as the conduction states become

increasingly more localized and narrow-band-like as the angular momentum

character goes from s-p-like to d-iike to f-like. The fact that the Fermi

velocities are smaller in URh- and UGe. than in Nb suggests significant f-

character in the conduction states. Nevertheless, the Fermi velocities are

not a great deal lower than in transition metals, suggesting that a band

theory description of the itinerant states may be very good. This expectation

is borne out by detailed band calculations of the Fermi surface' geometry in

all three metals which are in excellent agreement with the measurements.

The wealth of detail on the Fermi surface properties in both the experiment

and band theory leaves little doubt that the f electrons are itinerant and

strongly hybridized with the other conduction states. The calculations

support the f-ligand hybridization picture, with the f orbitals strongly

hybridized with d states on Rh or Ir in URh, and Ulr, and with p states on Ge

in UGe3.



It is significant that band theory gives a good account of the cyclotron

effective masses as well as the Fermi surface geometry in these compounds.

The masses sample the low lying thermal, excitations of the itinerant elec-

trons, and are well explained by the usual single electron excitations with

Fermi smearing, supplemented by a reasonable e1ectron-phonon enhancement.

Because of the extensive Fermi surface data and the excellent agreement with

band theory, these three metals are the best characterized and understood of

the delocalized f-metals.

The strongly hybridized f metals illustrate the fully itinerant Paul!

limit where none of the conventional signatures of f electron locality can be

found. In the language of mixed valence, one would be tempted to call these

f° metals. However, the band calculation clearly shows that this is not the

case. For UGe-, , for example, the band calculation finds 2.5 f electrons

inside the U muffin tin sphere.1 The f character is still present, but is

spread over a fairly wide energy range by strong hybridization. These metals

provide a counterexample to the conventional scheme where itinerance and f

character are taken to be mutually exclusive. Here the f electrons are

itinerant, residing in bands so broadened by hybridization that they cannot be

easily distinguished from the usual s, p, or d conduction states.

Weak Hybridization

CeSn,^"^ is typical of a class of materials in which the f electron

displays both local and itinerant character. The high temperature suscepti-

bility follows a Curie-Weiss law with an effective moment near the free ion Ce

value, and inelastic neutron scattering reveals structure in the spectrum



which may be interpreted as crystal field levels. The itinerant signatures

are also quite evident: a large electronic specific heat, suggesting a con-

tribution from narrow-band f-like states, and the absence of magnetic order at

low temperatures. These properties are typical of many intermediate valence

metals.

The existence of Fermi surface data from dHvA oscillations gives a great

deal of information about the nature of the f states in CeSn-. The most

fundamental conclusion is that the f electrons are both itinerant and

coherent. This follows from the observation of clear oscillations which inpiy

that the electrons complete at least one cyclotron orbit, from 150 A to 300C A

in diameter in CeSr.-, while maintaining phase coherence.

The itinerant picture of the f electrons implied by the dHvA data in

CeSn- is supported by band structure calculations of the Fermi surface geo-

metry. Prior to this work, it was widely assumed that band theory would not

adequately describe the electrons in mixed valence materials because the

correlation energies associated with multiple f occupation on a particular Ce

atom were not properly taken into account. However, as is shown in CeSn.,, the

band calculation reproduces the measured Fermi surface geometry rather well.

In this band calculation, the f electron is treated as itinerant on the same

basis as all the other conduction states. The band theory shows that the f-

hybridization in CeSn, is weaker than in URh,, Ulr,, or UGe-, so that the f

character is spread over a narrower energy range. This is consistent with the

larger value of the electronic specific heat in CeSn* and with the lower

values of the Fermi velocity in Table I compared to the strongly hybridized f-

raetals. The band calculation also confirms the f-ligand hybridization



mechanism for CeSn^, with the Ce f ozbitals overlapping mainly with p states

on So.

Although band theory explains the £ hybridization in CeSn, rather well,

It cannot properly explain the measured effective masses. The measured elec-

tronic specific heat is a factor of 5-6 larger than giveu by band theory, far

too large an enhancement to be accounted for by electroa-phonon interaction.

This discrepancy indicates that some low lying excitations of the system are

not properly described by single particle Fermi smearing, perhaps because they

involve many electron effects, or are not spread uniformly throughout the

crystal.

The above discussion presents CeSn, as an extension of the trend seen in

the transition metals and strongly hybridized f-metals. Table I supports this

trend, showing the Fermi velocities in CeSn, to be generally lower than, but

comparable with those in URh, and UGe^. The success of band theory in

describing its Fermi surface geometry also suggests that CeSn, is more closely

related to the itinerant f-metals than to the local f-metals described below.

This view challenges the nearly localized Kondo picture sometimes applied to

Hybridization and Magnetic Order

There are several f-cietals which order magnetically at low temperatures

but which appear to have less than the full moment. Fermi surface experiments

in these systems reveal an interesting feature: despite the existence of a

local moment, there is still significant hybridization of the f electron with

the conduction states. There are two structures which show this behavior:



REB, and U3X. , where RE is La, Ce, Dy, or Nd and X is As or P. While complete

Fermi surface information is available in LaBg (Ref. 12), for the other REB,

only information for the field in the <100> direction is available. •* Never-

theless the systematic comparison Fermi velocities across the series reveals

interesting trends. As shown in Table I, the Feral velocity for the Xi orbit

in REB, is high at La, decreases by a factor of 10 for Ce, then increases for

Pr, returning to the value for La at Nd. The smaller velocity for CeB,

strongly suggests that there is significant f character in the conduction

bands. This conclusion is supported by the velocities for the remaining

•embers of the series, which imply a slight f hybridization for PrB,, and no f

hybridization for NdB,. This trend is consistent \rith geometrical arguments

predicting less f hybridization as the radial extent of the f-orbital de-

creases with increasing Z across the rare earth series.

A second example of an ordered moment system with large f-hybridization

is U,X^ where X = As or Sb (Ref. 14). These two systems have complicated

magnetic structure and fairly high Curie temperatures. Unlike the other f

metals, the Fermi surfaces are rather simple, consisting of nearly spherical

sheets with isotropic effective masses. The Fermi velocities are the lowest

observed in any f-metal, being smaller than in CeB,. by a factor of 2 to 3.

These low velocities are a good indication of a large admixture of f character

in the conduction states.

Fermi surface experiments may be the only means to confirm f hybridiza-

tion in a local moment system. In most other experiments the rather subtle

evidence for hybridization is masked by stronger effects due to local moments.

For example, the electronic specific heat might show f character in the con-



duction states, but magnetic ordering effects usually obscure the electronic

component of the specific heat. In Fermi surface experiments all local

effects are inherently ignored, allowing the more subtle effects of f

hybridization to be observed. The two cases discussed above, CeB^ and U^X^,

provide the strongest experimental evidence for the simultaneous existence of

f hybridization and a local moment in the same material.

Local Moments

In fully local moment systems there is no hybridization between the f and

conduction states. This is the conventional situation for f electrons, where

very little effect of the f state on the conduction electrons is expected.

CeSb is a local moment system with unusually strong magnetic anisotropy for

which Fermi surface Information is available. The data have been inter-

preted previously*""5 '*** by a hybridization model where the f electrons are

assumed to be mixed with p states on Sb, putting this material in the same

category as CeB, and U3X-. However, new data by Aoki, et al. ' have now

appeared, in which the effective masses of the various orbits have been mea-

sured for the first time. This mass data, and certain of the orbital area

data, suggest a different interpretation, due to Koelling and Norman, where

the f electron affects the Fermi surface only through the Coulomb and exchange

interactions, not through hybridization. Although the f electron is purely

local in this model, the charge anisotropy of the partially filled f orbitals

produces a crystal potential which breaks the cubic symmetry of the lattice,

and has dramatic effects on the Fermi surface geometry. Because there is no f

hybridization in this model, the cyclotron aasses are not particularly large.



The cyclotron masses observed in CeSb are converted to Fermi velocities in

Table I. While these velocities are no lower than in transition meteals like

Nb, it is possible that they reflect some f character. Comparable data in

LaSb to establish the non-f velocities for this structure are necessary for a

more definitive interpretation.

From the above discussion, we see trends and extract useful ideas about

treating f electrons in metals. It would appear that there is a continuous

spectrum of delocalization, from strong hybridization producing fully

itinerant, Pauli metals with properties similar to the transition metals,

through weak hybridization producing intermediate valence properties but no

magnetic order, to a class of materials with both an orderec moment at low

temperature and hybridization between the f and conduction states, to fully

localized moments with virtually no hybridization of the f electron. Fermi

surface experiments have been used to examine at least one metal in each of

these categories. Band calculations correctly describe the Fermi surface

geometry (i.e., the hybridization of f and conduction states in the strong and

weak hybridization cases) and show the validity of an itinerant approach to

these cases. When the hybridization is weak enough, band theory does not

correctly describe the low level excitations of the system, as measured by the

cyclotron effective mass, in spite of giving a good account of the Fermi

surface geometry. This is presumably because these excitations involve a

response not uniformly spread throughout the crystal. When it becomes

localized, the f electron can be treated as a core-like state, and band-based

theory can again be used to give a full account of the conduction electrons,

.;ith the possibility of exotic consequences if the core level is anisotropic



as seen in some Ce and U compounds. The magnetically ordered, yet hybridized

f metals would appear to require much more sophisticated treatment because

they exhibit both local and itinerant aspects of the sane f orbitals. These

materials therefore should prove an exciting challenge to our understanding of

the localization process.
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Table I. Average Fermi velocities in 10 cm/sec for selected cyclotron

orbits on the Fermi surfaces of Ce and U compounds. Orbit notation is a given

in the original references. For LaSn, , CeSn.,, U»As, and U.,?. orbits are

identified by cross-sectional area in atomic units in parentheses. Average

Ferasi velocities are calculated by v = (h/m)/A/n/(ra /m) where v-, i s the Fermi

velocity, A the orbital area, and (m /m) the measured cyclotron mass in free

electron units.

Cu2 0 Mb2 1 URhj UGe3

0.65

l . l

LaBA
12>13

0.94

0.12

0.27 V. ,<100>

0.32

LaSn/

0.62 (0.36)

0.68 (0.25)

0.90 (0.22)

0.10

0.11 p <111>

0.15 a <100>

0.22 31<100>

CeSn/

0.056 (.045)

0.085 (0.17)

0.13 (0.22)

PrB&
13

0.36 Xi<100>

P3P4
14

0.036 (0.057)

0.11 p1<100>

0.14 uL<100>

0.25 Y7<100>

0.40 Y

0.42
3

<100>

0.95

CeSb16

o.i9 e3 <ioo>

0.24 Yh <100>

0.31 a , Y9 <100>


